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The numerical computation of the flow and heat transfer in the vicinity of a stack plate in a standing
wave refrigerator is performed. Temperature distortion is observed, which appears only in the stack
region, even if the acoustic standing wave outside the stack is itself sinusoidal. The distortion takes
place above the whole plate surface when the length of the plate is equal to or shorter than four times
the particle displacement. This condition may occur at high drive ratios and is favored by plate
positions close to the velocity antinode. The thermal distortion decreases the thermoacoustic heat
pumping along the plate. At high drive ratios, if the length of the plate is not large enough,
the thermal distortion can typically explain a difference of about 10% between the calculated
heat flux and the heat flux predicted using linear theory. © 2005 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

To design and predict the performance of thermoacous-
tic devices, the most widely used tool is the standard ”linear
theory.”1 Although very advanced, this theory does not take
into account some phenomena such as nonlinear effects, in-
cluding complex flows. Complex flows include turbulence
and motions resulting from abrupt changes of section. Vorti-
cal motions at the extremities of the stack plates and heat
exchangers have been observed both experimentally and
numerically.2 They can generate minor losses3–5 that are det-
rimental to performance. Acoustic nonlinear effects consist
of acoustic streaming6–8 and harmonics generation. In some
cases acoustic streaming has been identified and successfully
suppressed.3 The most obvious reason for harmonics genera-
tion is the nonlinear propagation of a high-amplitude wave in
the resonator.9–12 Using an appropriate shape for the
resonator13 �or more simply inserts at the harmonics velocity
antinode� these harmonics can be removed. From a different
nature are the thermal harmonics resulting from the thermal
interaction between the stack and the oscillating gas, which
were theoretically predicted by use of an inviscid nonlinear
model.14 Some results previously reported by the authors
confirmed the distortion of the temperature oscillation at
high acoustic amplitudes in the stack region.15

All together, nonlinear phenomena have a very impor-
tant effect on thermoacoustic device performance, and their
knowledge is especially important to predict the saturation
amplitude of thermoacoustic engines. The parameter used in
thermoacoustics to describe the amplitude of the wave is the
drive ratio, defined as the ratio of the acoustic pressure am-
plitude at the pressure antinode to the mean pressure in the
resonator. For standing wave devices, nonlinear effects are
generally considered to appear when the drive ratio is more
than about 2% or 3%.16,17 Though this limit is somewhat
arbitrary since it depends on the configuration of the system

and on the type of nonlinearity that happens to be the critical
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one in the system. Nevertheless, for practical drive ratios of
10%, a typical 10% error on the heat flux is observed in
standing-wave devices, even in precisely controlled
experiments.10,18 Results reported here may explain part of
the difference between theoretical predictions and experi-
mental results. In the paper we deal with the computation of
nonlinear temperature effects in a standing wave thermoa-
coustic refrigerator. In Sec. II the numerical modeling of the
problem is briefly explained. Results of the simulations are
then presented in Sec. III. They concern mainly the distortion
of the time variation of the temperature in the stack region. A
discussion is made in Sec. IV, where results are interpreted
using the previous analysis by Gusev et al.14 Some implica-
tions of the temperature distortion on the thermoacoustic
heat pumping are also given. The main conclusions are
drawn in Sec. IV.

II. METHODS

To include most of the physical phenomena involved in
thermoacoustic heat pumping �boundary layers, nonlinear
acoustics, heat transfer, temperature gradient, two-
dimensional flow�, a numerical solver has been
developed.15,19 It is based on the solution of the two-
dimensional compressible and unsteady Navier–Stokes equa-
tions, coupled with mass and energy conservation equations.
The governing equations for a perfect gas are

p = �rT , �1�

��

�t
+ � · ��u� = 0, �2�

���u�
+ � · ��uu� + �p = � · � , �3�
�t
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In these expressions T is the temperature, p is the pressure, �
is the density, u= �u ;v� is the velocity vector; r is the gas
constant, � is the ratio of specific heats, � is the shear vis-
cosity, and K is the thermal conductivity. The temperature
dependence of � and K is not taken into account, which is a
reasonable approximation because the temperature gradients
are small in the present case. For air, �=1.8�10−5 Pa s; K
=2.5�10−2 W K−1 m−1; r=287 J K−1 kg−1; �=1.4. Equa-
tions �1�–�4� are used to solve for the variables p, �, u,
and T. The calculation is started from a initial state con-
sisting of ambient values for the thermodynamic variables
and zero velocity, and is performed until the rate of
growth becomes negligible. To solve Eqs. �1�–�4�, fourth-
order dispersion-relation-preserving finite differences are
used for calculating spatial derivatives, and time integra-
tion is performed using a four-step Runge–Kutta method.
Dispersion-relation-preserving methods are used to mini-
mize the error between physical and numerical dispersion
relations.20 These accurate methods are chosen to calcu-
late second-order quantities �thermoacoustic heat pump-
ing, mass streaming, and potentially minor losses5� super-
imposed on a first-order acoustic field. As they introduce
little dissipation, spurious waves can appear and are fil-
tered using high-order filters.21 The solver allows the
simulation of the flow and heat transfer in the vicinity of
a stack plate in the presence of an acoustic standing wave.
The plate may be either of negligible or finite thickness,
and be either heat conducting or isothermal. The more
complex are the geometry and the thermal model, the
more important the computational cost will be. It can
sometimes be prohibitive. In the present paper we will
focus on the case of an isothermal plate of negligible
thickness. The effect of the plate is to impose a fixed
temperature �as well as a no-slip� condition on its surface,
so that no additional energy conservation equation needs
to be solved for the plate. The isothermal plate model has

already been used in some other numerical simulations,
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mostly for its simplicity.22,23 It should be noticed that de-
spite this model prevents one from getting a temperature
gradient in the plate itself, it allows a temperature gradient
to establish within the fluid above the plate. This gradient
if somewhat reduced because of the isothermal condition,
but this indeed tends to increase the thermoacoustic heat
pumping along the plate. It turns out that the use of an
isothermal boundary condition does not modify the valid-
ity of the results presented below, as will be mentioned
below.

The thermoacoustic refrigerator is represented in Fig. 1,
where the grayed-out area is the computational domain. The
abscissa origin is taken at the acoustic driver. The length of
the resonator is half the wavelength, �. The position of the
stack middle point is xs. The computational domain is shown
in Fig. 2. The computational domain takes advantage of the
periodic nature of the stack and includes only one plate of
the stack. Symmetric boundary conditions are used on the
lateral boundaries of the domain, an approach that has been
used in all thermoacoustic simulations22–24 in order to de-
crease the computational time. The acoustic standing wave
that is required in a standing wave refrigerator is created in a
physical way: by superimposing two counterpropagating
traveling waves. More precisely, a traveling wave is continu-
ously injected into the domain through the Swave boundary.
This wave travels up to the rigid end, where it is reflected.
There is thus also a reflected traveling wave that travels from
the rigid end toward the surface Swave, where it goes out of
the domain. The Swave surface has a double role: to inject the
direct right-traveling wave and to let escape the reflected
left-traveling wave. Numerically this is done using the
method of characteristics.25 The superimposition of the direct
and reflected traveling waves creates a standing wave. The
total distance covered by the traveling wave �first direct and
then reflected� during its stay in the domain is twice the
length of the domain; this is less than a wavelength. As a
consequence, the wave has not enough time to be modified
by nonlinear effects during its propagation, even at the high

FIG. 1. Sketch of the thermoacoustic refrigerator.

FIG. 2. Sketch of the computational domain. Point S is in the middle of the
plate. Point C is in the fluid just above the plate extremity, in the cold
region. Point H is in the fluid just above the other extremity, in the hot

region.
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amplitudes that will be considered in the following. This
allows to get a high-amplitude standing wave with nearly no
harmonics.

III. RESULTS

In the following, any quantity, 	, will be written 	=	0

+	�, where the subscript 0 indicates a quantity at rest, and
the prime indicates the perturbation of that quantity when
there is an acoustic wave in the domain. Hence, 	� includes
the first-order perturbation �	1� as well as all the terms of
higher order, including harmonics and time-averaged terms.
With these notations, the drive ratio is Dr= p��� /2� / p0. This
is the ratio of the acoustic pressure at the rigid end of the
resonator �located at x=� /2; see Fig. 1� to the pressure p0

when the system is at rest. The density, temperature, and
pressure at rest are �0=1.2 kg m−3, T0=298 K, and p0

=100 kPa, respectively. The velocity at rest is simply u0=0.
The speed of sound is c0=	�rT0. Important quantities in
thermoacoustic are the viscous and thermal penetration depth
defined, respectively, by 
�=	� /�0�f and 
=	K /�0cp�f ,
where cp=�r��−1� is the isobaric specific heat, and f is the
frequency. The height, y0, of the computational domain is
such that y0 /
=2.5, a typical value for thermoacoustic
stacks. The mesh size is equal to 
 /7.3 �except for Fig. 6,
later, where it is 
 /10�, a value that has proved sufficient for
these simple calculations.19 The plate length, L is such that
L=� /40. The position of the plate will be expressed in the
normalized form kxs, where k=2� /� is the wave number.
This position will be fixed at kxs=2.13, except in Fig. 6
�later�

As a nonlinear behavior generally implies some distor-
tion, the time variations of the velocity and temperature were
recorded at several points of the computational domain. The
temperature time variation at point M of the domain �see Fig.
2� is shown in Fig. 3 for different values of the drive ratio.
Temperature TM� is made dimensionless using its maximal
value during the acoustic cycle TM,max� . Time is made dimen-

FIG. 3. Time variation of the temperature at point M, TM� , divided by the
maximum value of this variation, TM,max� , and time variation of the velocity
at point M, uM� , divided by the maximum value of this variation, uM,max� . The
values for the drive ratio are ++ + , Dr=0.7%; ¯, Dr=2.8%; – - –, Dr

=5.6%; —, Dr=11.2%. Thin symbols are for temperature; bold symbols are
for velocity.
sionless using the acoustic period, �. At lower drive ratios,
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Dr=0.7% and Dr=2.8%, the temperature variation is sinu-
soidal. For a higher drive ratio, Dr=5.6%, the temperature
time variation slightly departs from a sinusoidal curve. For
the higher drive ratio represented, Dr=11.2%, the tempera-
ture variation is clearly distorted, showing the importance of
nonlinear effects. The computed variations of the tempera-
ture are periodic of the acoustic period �; thus the tempera-
ture distortion is made of harmonics of the fundamental. This
was also verified using a Fast Fourier Transform. Hence, in
the following, temperature distortion and temperature har-
monics generation will have the same meaning. In all the
cases considered in this paper, the FFT showed also that only
five or six harmonics had a non-negligible amplitude, with
the first and second having a major contribution. The time
variation of the velocity at point M for different drive ratios
is also shown in Fig. 3. As can be seen, the velocity time
variation, unlike the temperature variation, remains sinu-
soidal, even for the highest value of the drive ratio, Dr

=11.2%. The normalized velocity is indeed slightly modified
in its most negative values when the drive ratio increases, in
such a way that the time-averaged velocity at point M over
one acoustic cycle becomes slightly positive. This is consis-
tent with observation of acoustic streaming above the plate26

�here the nonzero mean velocity is due to “inner” vortices8�.
Nevertheless, this effect remains small.

The temperature time variation was also recorded at
point C of the domain �see Fig. 2�, located in the fluid, just
above the extremity of the plate, in the cold region �the stack
is pumping heat from cold point C to hot point H�. This
variation is shown in Fig. 4 for different values of the drive
ratio. Even for the lower drive ratios, Dr�5.6%, the tem-
perature variation is not sinusoidal. At the highest drive ratio,
Dr=11.2%, the nonsinusoidal behavior of the temperature at
point C is much more pronounced than that at point M at the
same drive ratio. Velocity variation at point C is also shown
in Fig. 4. Again, unlike the temperature variation, the veloc-
ity variation at point C remains sinusoidal for the whole
range of the drive ratio. It is almost obvious from Fig. 4 that

FIG. 4. Time variation of the temperature at point C, TC� , divided by the
maximum value of this variation, TC,max� , and time variation of the velocity at
point C, uC� , divided by the maximum value of this variation, uC,max� . The
values for the drive ratio are ++ + , Dr=0.7%; ¯, Dr=2.8%; – - –, Dr

=5.6%; —, Dr=11.2%. Thin symbols are for temperature; bold symbols are
for velocity.
the time-averaged temperature and velocity over one acous-
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tic cycle are not zero. The mean value of the temperature is
logically negative, since point C is located in a cold region.
The nonzero value of the time-averaged velocity comes from
time-averaged motions at the end of the plate.26 These mean
motions can roughly be explained as follows. First note that
the fluid in, say, the viscous boundary layer above the plate,
is almost at rest. This means that although the plate itself has
a negligible thickness, the plate plus the fluid at rest just
above it may be considered as a plate of nonzero thickness.
Thus, the flow of the fluid located outside the viscous layer
sees a ”step” at the junction between the resonator and the
plate. At point C, during the half of the acoustic period when
the fluid moves leftward there is a decreasing step, with the
creation of anticlockwise vortices. During the half of the
acoustic period when the fluid moves rightward, there is a
raising step, which creates much less vorticity. On average,
there is a mean anticlockwise vortical flow at the end of the
plate at point C, which explains why the mean velocity at
this point is not zero.

The temperature and velocity variations at point R of the
domain are given in Fig. 5 for different values of the drive
ratios. Point R is located in the core of the resonator, at an
equal distance from the plate and the end wall. At this loca-
tion both temperature and velocity variations remain sinu-
soidal, unlike what happens at point M or point C. This also
confirms that the method used to sustain the wave in the
resonator creates a high drive ratio standing wave without
any wave steepening. Note that the mean temperature at
point R is positive, since point R is located in the hot part of
the resonator located between the stack and the rigid end.

It was stated in a previous study15 that the temperature
distortion tend to disappear when the plate is moved toward
the velocity node, which is toward the rigid end of the reso-
nator. This is indeed shown in Fig. 6. In this figure, the time
variation of the temperature at point M is plotted for different
values of the normalized position kxs, at a drive ratio Dr

FIG. 5. Time variation of the temperature at point R, TR� , divided by the
maximum value of this variation, TR,max� , and time variation of the velocity at
point R, uR� , divided by the maximum value of this variation, uR,max� . The
values for the drive ratio are ++ + , Dr=0.7%; ¯, Dr=2.8%; – - –, Dr

=5.6%; —, Dr=11.2%. Thin symbols are for temperature; bold symbols are
for velocity.
=11.2%. For a position close to the velocity antinode, kxs
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=2.07, temperature harmonics are visible. They disappear
when the plate is located at kxs=2.81, closer to the velocity
node.

IV. DISCUSSION

The results given above show that in the stack region
�points C and M� the temperature may be nonsinusoidal,
while the velocity remains harmonic. Far from the stack re-
gion �point R�, the temperature and velocity both remain
sinusoidal, even at high drive ratios. It means that tempera-
ture harmonics creation is taking place in the stack only.
Moreover this creation is more effective at the extremities of
the stack plates, since harmonics, when present at both points
M and C, are stronger at point C. It also means that in the
stack region, the nonlinear term of the momentum equation
�u ·�u� has a much less important effect than the correspond-
ing term in the energy equation �u ·�T�. This is partly taken
into account in the linear theory, since in the linearization the
term �u ·�u� disappears, while the term �u ·�T� is kept and
replaced by �u ·�Tm�, where Tm is the mean temperature. But
even if they take into account the effect of mean temperature
variation, the linearized equations cannot account for the
temperature harmonics observed above.

The results presented above can be explained by consid-
ering the analysis made by Gusev et al.14 Using an inviscid
but nonlinear model �the term u ·�T is fully preserved in
their energy equation�, these authors have shown that the
nonlinear convective term u ·�T in the energy equation is
responsible for temperature harmonics generation at the
edges of the plate. This generation exists because of the en-
ergy exchange between the plate and the fluid at that
location.22 This exchange itself occurs because of the ther-
moacoustic heat flux entering or leaving the plate at its ex-
tremities. The point at which the temperature harmonics gen-
eration occurs are located within two particle displacements
from the extremities of the stack. Moreover, harmonics gen-
eration is more important closer to the extremity of the plate.
In Fig. 7�a�, the grayed-out regions at each extremity of the
plate represent regions in which there is harmonics genera-
tion. The height of these regions are simply of the order of

FIG. 6. Temperature time variation at point M, TM� , divided by its maximum
value, TM,max� , for several positions of the plate in the domain: ---, kxs

=2.07; —, kxs=2.35; ¯, kxs=2.81. For all three curves, Dr=11.2%.
the thermal penetration depth �that is of the order of y0�,
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since it is the characteristic length for heat transfer between
the fluid and the plate. Their length is four times the particle
displacement, d, defined by

d =
u�

2�f
. �7�

For a standing wave in the resonator, the particle displace-
ment at the stack position is

d = �Dr
�

2�
sin�kxs� . �8�

Importantly, the particle displacement increases with the
drive ratio, and depends on the position xs of the stack. In
their analysis, Gusev et al. comment the case when the par-
ticle displacement is small compared with the plate length.
This happens at low drive ratios. This case is represented in
Fig. 7�a�. In particular, in this figure point C belongs to the
grayed-out region, but not point M. This explains why at low
drive ratios, temperature harmonics are observed at point C
�Fig. 4� but not at point M �Fig. 3�. When the drive ratio
increases, the particle displacement increases as well, and the
situation may correspond to the sketch of Fig. 7�b�. In this
figure, both points C and M belong to the grayed-out region,
which explains why at high drive ratios, temperature har-
monics are observed at both locations �Fig. 3 and Fig. 4�.
Actually, the nonlinear region extends gradually when the
drive ratio increases, and is expected to reach point M and
cover the whole plate when the drive ratio is such that L
=4d, that is when

L = 4�Dr
�

2�
sin�kxs� . �9�

This equation defines a critical length for the stack, and is
expected from the analysis. It is obtained using Eq. �8�,
which does not take into account the presence of the plate. It
has indeed been observed in the computations that the tem-
perature nonlinearities are observed at point M when L

4dM, where dM is the actual �computed� value of the par-
ticle displacement at point M. Considering the critical length
defined by Eq. �9�, whether the temperature variation above
the plate is nonsinusoidal is expected to depend on two pa-
rameters: the drive ratio and the position of the plate. The
dependence on the drive ratio has just been explained. The
effect of plate position was demonstrated in Fig. 6: at a fixed
drive ratio, harmonics may appear if the plate is close to the
velocity antinode �small kxs�, but not if the plate is moved

FIG. 7. In a grayed-out area, the temperature variation has a nonlinear
behavior, that is, harmonics are created. Two cases are represented: �a� The
acoustic displacement amplitude, d, is small compared with the plate length,
L; �b� the particle displacement amplitude, d, is of the order of L.
toward the velocity node �large kxs�.
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Hence, all the results obtained numerically may be ex-
plained using the theory by Gusev et al.14 Let us mention
that the analysis of Gusev et al. dealt with a nonviscous fluid.
In an earlier part of the work and in an attempt to decouple
as much as possible the different sources of nonlinearity,
inviscid simulations were performed so that only the thermal
interaction with the stack was accounted for. In terms of
temperature variation the results were very similar to those
presented in the present paper, where viscosity is taken into
account. It appears that taking into account the viscosity in
the present calculations does not prevent the apparition of
nonlinear temperature harmonics, nor does it create any ve-
locity harmonic. One consequence of taking viscosity into
account is that the velocity is canceled on the plate surface
due to no-slip boundary conditions. This effect may be com-
pared to the thermal effect of the plate, which is to cancel the
fluid temperature variation on the plate surface �due to iso-
thermal boundary condition, or, more generally, due to the
large specific heat of the plate�. Despite this similarity, the
velocity and temperature have different behaviors. One rea-
son for this is that no momentum is exchanged between the
plate and the fluid, while thermal energy is, particularly at
the extremities of the plate. One could questions whether the
use of an isothermal boundary has an important effect on the
thermal harmonics generation. The thermal generation oc-
curs as soon as there is a heat exchange between the plate
and the fluid, with large associated temperature gradients.
Hence, it is expected to appear with a plate having itself a
variable temperature �solved using a solid energy conserva-
tion equation�. Indeed harmonics generation has been ob-
served for isothermal and nonisothermal plates, of negligible
or finite thickness.19 Petculescu and Wilen27 conclude from
their experiments that the linear theory can be used to de-
scribe the thermoacoustic heat pumping along a plate, even
when the particle displacement is larger than the plate. Their
conclusion is different from the one given in the present
paper. But their experimental condition is also very different.
In the experiment of Petculescu and Wilen, the plate is em-
bedded within a wall. This wall can thermally interact with
the fluid particle when the particle just leaves the plate sur-
face. This is very different from the present configuration,
where the fluid that is outside the plate has nothing to inter-
act with and has an adiabatic movement. The present con-
figuration is indeed more representative of a practical stack.
Nevertheless it can be inferred that the thermal harmonics
generation could possibly be decreased by the presence of
heat exchangers, since these exchangers would reduce the
heat transfer discontinuity between the fluid and the plate.

One effect often associated with harmonics generation in
a signal is the saturation of the amplitude of this signal. The
maximal value of the temperature variation at point M,
TM,max� , is plotted as a function of the drive ratio in Fig. 8. For
low drive ratios, TM,max� is a linear function of the drive ratio.
For a drive ratio of about 5.6%, the temperature maximal
value is almost saturating. This corresponds to the appear-
ance of harmonics at point M.

The effect of temperature harmonics creation on heat

flux carried along the plate is now discussed. The mean
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�time-averaged� thermoacoustic enthalpy flux integrated over
the cross section SM of the computational domain is1

Hxm�xs� = �
y=0

y=y0

hxm�xs,y�dy , �10�

where

hxm�x,y� = cp���0 + ���x,y��u��x,y�T��x,y�t, �11�

where �·t is the time average operator. The nonintegrated
mean enthalpy flux hxm depends on the vertical position y.
The integrated mean enthalpy flux is calculated in section
SM located at x=xs �see Figs. 1 and 2�. A term cpT0���0

+���u�t has been implicitly omitted in Eq. �11� because the
section average of this term in Eq. �10� is zero, no net mass
flux being possible in a closed-end device. It is also recalled
that u0=0. Equation �11� is very well approximated by hxm

=�0cp�u�T�t, the effect of the density fluctuation being
small. Since Hxm depends on T�, any harmonics generation in
T� will have an effect on Hxm. In particular, the maximal
temperature saturation has a limiting effect on the enthalpy
flux. This is shown in Fig. 9, where Hxm is plotted as a

FIG. 8. Effect of the drive ratio, Dr, on the maximum value of the tempera-
ture variation at point M, TM,max� .

FIG. 9. Section-averaged mean enthalpy flux carried along the plate, Hxm, as
a function of the drive ratio, Dr: —, calculated flux; ---, Dr

2 fitting at low
values of Dr. A vertical dotted line is plotted at Dr=5.6%, which is such that
the length of the plate, L, is four times the particle displacement at point M,

dM.
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function of the drive ratio. Also plotted in the figure is a
fitting at low drive ratios, which dependence is in Dr

2. Such a
dependence is being expected from the linear theory. The
enthalpy flux matches the fitting curve up to a drive ratio of
about 5%, when temperature harmonics appear first at point
M. For drive ratios above 5%, Hxm depends only linearly on
Dr. Given the saturation of the temperature observed in Fig.
8, this linear dependence comes from the velocity term in
Eq. �11�. In Fig. 9 is also indicated the drive ratio for which
the length of the plate, L, is equal to four times the computed
particle displacement at point M, dM.

When a temperature harmonic is created, the thermal
boundary layer thickness associated with this harmonic is
different from the thermal boundary layer thickness associ-
ated with the fundamental �since the thermal boundary layer
depends on the frequency�. As a result, the temperature
waveform above the plate is modified. This also has an effect
on the distribution of the enthalpy flux within one cross sec-
tion above the plate. The spatial variation of hxm�xs ,y� �the
mean enthalpy flux within section SM of the computational
domain� is shown in Fig. 10 for several values of the drive
ratios. The profile of the enthalpy flux is modified for drive
ratios above 5.6%. This is because the profile of the tempera-
ture itself changes.

Hence, the apparition of thermal harmonics may have an
effect on the enthalpy flux carried along the plate. The effect
is negligible at low drive ratios when harmonics only appear
at the extreme edges of the stack. If the length of the plate is
such that the harmonics spread onto the plate at high drive
ratios, their effect is to decrease the heat pumping by the
plate. The criterion L=4dM can roughly be used to decide
whether it is the case. It has been observed, for example, that
this reduction in heat flux decreases the temperature differ-
ence between the extremities of a stack plate placed in an
acoustic resonator.28 Typically, harmonics generation may
account for a 10% difference between measurements and lin-
ear theory predictions. In Fig. 9, at Dr=0.10, the difference
between the computed curve and the fitting is about 20%, for
a plate located close to the velocity antinode where harmon-
ics generation is easily observed.

V. CONCLUSION

The numerical computation of flow and heat transfer in

FIG. 10. Spatial variation of mean enthalpy flux, hxm, over the section SM
of the computational domain, with the drive ratio as a parameter.
the vicinity of an isothermal plate of negligible thickness
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placed in an acoustic standing wave has been performed. A
distortion of the temperature oscillation has been observed,
and all observations could be explained by referring to a
former nonlinear analysis. The temperature harmonics ap-
pear only in the stack region, even when the acoustic stand-
ing wave itself is sinusoidal and contains no harmonic. They
are present above the whole plate surface when the length of
the plate is equal to or shorter than four times the particle
displacement. This condition may occur at high drive ratios
and is favored by plate positions close to the velocity antin-
ode. The thermal harmonics generation decreases thermoa-
coustic heat pumping by the plate. Fortunately, in standing
wave thermoacoustic devices, the optimal position of the
stack is closer to the pressure antinode than to the velocity
antinode. Nevertheless, at high enough drive ratios, if the
length of the plate is not large enough, a difference of about
10% between obtained and predicted heat fluxes can typi-
cally occur.
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